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Cabinets
Williams’ range of refrigerated cabinets offers a dazzling array of options, 
temperature choice and sizes meaning there’s always a cabinet for you. 

Williams’ range of refrigerated 
cabinets are manufactured 
to the highest standards and 
feature the latest in CoolSmart 
technology, effective in high ambient 
environments.

Our cabinets are offered in a choice 
of temperature range to suit your 
application including refrigerator, 
freezer, fish and meat. 

They are also available in a variety of 
practical configurations to suit any 
space – such as our Amber A135 
undercounter cabinet and new Jade 
Slimline J400U.

• Durability - Robust, easy to 
clean, foodsafe, professional 
stainless steel exterior

• 43°C ambient - Designed for 
the harshest of environments, 
effective in a 43°C ambient

• Zero ODP - Up to 80mm 
precision injected, high density 
polyurethane insulation with low 
GWP and zero ODP

• Constant temperature - 
Air-ducted to provide uniform 
air distribution and maintain a 
constant temperature

• improved Heat Rejection - 
New evaporator fans provide 
greater energy efficiency

• Cool and smart - Save energy 
with our CoolSmart Controller, as 
it adapts to changing situations

• Flexible storage - Flexible 
storage and ease of cleaning 
with versatile, removable racking 
system and nylon coated 
shelving

• anti-tilt shelving - Easy to 
remove anti-tilt shelving stops 
shelves from tipping

• ease of Positioning - Height 
with castors designed to fit 
through a standard doorway

• self-Closing Doors - Reduce 
heat ingress with self-closing 
doors with magnetic balloon 
gaskets

• 180° Door Dwell - For loading 
large trays and pans - beneficial 
where walkways are limited

• Reversible Doors - Reversible 
hanging doors offer more 
flexibility and encourage an 
efficient work flow

• integral Door Handle - Full 
length, non-slip, ‘grab’ on the 
door – a must in a busy kitchen 
environment
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• increased security - With 
barrel-locked doors

• Door Frame Heaters - Prevent 
condensation from forming

• Fan switch - Maintain a 
constant temperature when the 
door is open with a fan cut-out 
switch

• Radiused Corners - One piece 
stainless steel dished base 
with radiused corners reduces 
potential dirt traps and is easy 
to clean

• Heavy Duty Castors - Delivered 
to site with heavy duty, non-
marking swivel castors with 
brakes

Cabinets in FOCus

Jade
Jade units have tough stainless 
steel exteriors and full length 
integral handles, which have proven 
themselves to successfully withstand 
the rigours of day-to-day operation in 
the busiest of kitchens.

Garnet
Garnet cabinets offer the best in 
performance, energy efficiency and 
stylish design. They are designed 
and manufactured to the highest 
specification to meet international 
quality standards.

amber
Featuring a high performance, 
front vented refrigeration system, 
Ambers are designed for low and 
medium use, offering upright and 
undercounter versions in three sizes.

aztra
Available as one or two door units, 
the front vented refrigeration counter 
accommodates GN 1/1 shelves and 
pans and is built to deliver the best in 
performance and reliability.

banqueting
Designed to ensure the safe transfer 
and storage of hot/cold food from the 
kitchen to banqueting areas. Features 
all round bumper rails for added 
protection during transit.
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COunteRs
Williams’ refrigerated counters are essential in any kitchen environment, 
combining valuable low level storage with effective preparation space. 

Our range of refrigerated counters 
offers an unrivalled choice of options, 
combining powerful cooling capability 
with ultra-efficient refrigeration 
systems. Built to last, our models are 
made of robust stainless steel and 
designed to operate in the harshest 
of environments.

Our counters come in a range of 
temperatures to suit any application 
including chilled food, freezer, fish or 
meat.

Williams counters are available as 
two, three or four door models, as 
well as being available in slimline or 
biscuit top formats.

• Durability - Robust, easy to 
clean, foodsafe, professional 
stainless steel exterior

• 43°C ambient - Designed for 
the harshest of environments, 
effective in a 43°C ambient

• Zero ODP - Up to 80mm 
precision injected, high density 
polyurethane insulation with low 
GWP and zero ODP

• Constant temperature - 
Air-ducted to provide uniform 
air distribution and maintain a 
constant temperature

• improved Heat Rejection - 
New evaporator fans provide 
greater energy efficiency

• Cool and smart - Save energy 
with our CoolSmart Controller, as 
it adapts to changing situations

• Flexible storage - Flexible 
storage and ease of cleaning 
with versatile, removable racking 
system and nylon coated 
shelving

• anti-tilt shelving - Easy to 
remove anti-tilt shelving stops 
shelves from tipping

• integral door handle - Full 
length, non-slip, grab’ on the 
door – a must in a busy kitchen 
environment.

• self-Closing Doors - Reduce 
heat ingress with self-closing 
doors with magnetic balloon 
gaskets
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• 180° Door Dwell - For loading 
large trays and pans - beneficial 
where walkways are limited

• banks of Drawers - Two and 
Three banks of drawers available 
for added flexibility

• increased security - With 
barrel-locked doors

• Door Frame Heaters - Prevent 
condensation from forming

• Fan switch - Maintain a 
constant temperature when the 
door is open with a fan cut-out 
switch

• Radiused Corners - One piece 
stainless steel dished base 
with radiused corners reduces 
potential dirt traps and is easy 
to clean

• Heavy Duty Castors - Delivered 
to site with heavy duty, non-
marking swivel castors with 
brakes

• easy servicing - Removable 
cassette refrigeration system

COunteRs in FOCus

Jade
With a wide range of options, 
including slimline and models without 
worktops (biscuit top) versions, the 
Jade range delivers the very best in 
quality and flexibility.

Opal and emerald
Advanced refrigeration systems and 
easy to use controllers make the Opal 
and Emerald range your first choice.

under broiler
Able to accommodate a range of 
heavy-duty cooking equipment, 
Williams Under Broilers come in a 
choice of space-saving designs and 
are suitable for a wide variety of 
applications.
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PReP statiOns
Williams’ range of refrigerated prep stations combine powerful cooling 
capability with convenient access to prepared ingredients. 

In kitchens, having fresh ingredients 
on hand is key. Our range of prep 
equipment allows for ingredients 
to be stored safely and prepared in 
advance, saving time during busy 
periods.

Our prep stations are manufactured 
to the highest standards, feature 
the latest in CoolSmart technology 
and are effective in high ambient 
environments.

Our range offers maximum flexibility 
whether it’s the unique mobile prep 
well, or the wall mounted Thermowell. 
The dedicated Onyx Prep Station is 
now available as a two door model in 
addition to the previously available 
three, four and five door units.

PReP COunteRs
Onyx
Combining undercounter refrigerated 
storage with chilled worktop wells, 
the Onyx is the best purpose-built 
cold preparation station on the 
market.

salad Counter
Williams Salad Units come in a 
variety of sizes and allow for easy 
preparation of ingredients. Their 
integral chopping board and 
undercounter storage for ingredients 
mean everything is conveniently  
at hand.

• Durability - Robust, easy to 
clean, foodsafe, professional 
stainless steel interior and 
exterior

• 43°C ambient - Designed for 
the harshest of environments, 
effective in a 43°C ambient 
Climate Class 5 operation

• Zero ODP - Up to 80mm 
precision injected, high density 
polyurethane insulation with low 
GWP and zero ODP

• Constant temperature - Air 
-ducted to provide uniform air 
distribution and maintains a 
constant temperature

• improved Heat Rejection - 
New evaporator fans provide 
greater energy efficiency 

• Cool and smart - Save energy 
with our CoolSmart Controller, as 
it adapts to changing situations
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• Flexible storage - Flexible 
storage and ease of cleaning 
with versatile, removable racking 
system and nylon coated 
shelving

• anti-tilt shelving - Easy to 
remove anti-tilt shelving stops 
shelves from tipping

• self-Closing Doors - Reduced 
heat ingress with self-closing 
doors with magnetic balloon 
gaskets

• 180° Door Dwell - For loading 
large trays and pans - beneficial 
where walkways are limited

• banks of Drawers - Two and 
three banks of drawers available 
for added flexibility

• increased security - With 
barrel-locked doors

• Door Frame Heaters - Prevent 
condensation from forming

• Fan switch - Maintain a 
constant temperature when the 
door is open with a fan cut-out 
switch

• Radiused Corners - One piece 
stainless steel dished base 
with radiused corners reduces 
potential dirt traps and is easy 
to clean

• Heavy Duty Castors - Delivered 
to site with heavy duty, non-
marking swivel castors with 
brakes

PReP Wells
thermowell 
The Thermowell is a refrigerated 
counter top or wall mounted unit 
designed to keep ingredients chilled 
and easily accessible for chefs.

Prep well 
The Williams PW4 Prep Well is a 
unique, compact, mobile solution that 
can be moved around the kitchen to 
wherever it is needed, ensuring fresh 
ingredients are always on hand.
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blast CHilleRs/FReeZeRs
Blast chillers and freezers from Williams: making food safety as easy as 1-2-3. 

Williams’ Blast Chillers and Blast 
Freezers (WBCF) are the perfect 
choice for caterers in every sector 
who cook and then chill food.

Ranging from the compact WBC10 
(10kg capacity) to the mighty 
WMBC320 (320kg capacity) Williams 
has a blast chiller to suit any space.

All Williams blast chillers/freezers 
have advanced air flow and easy-
to-use controls making HACCP 
compliance as easy as 1,2,3.

ReaCH-in blast 
CHilleRs/FReeZeRs
Specifically developed for small to 
medium-sized catering operations 
such as schools, as well as pubs and 
restaurants. 

• Choice of cabinets - from 10 to 
50kg capacity

• easy-to-use - 1-2-3 controller - 3 
simple steps

• 43°C ambient - Designed for 
the harshest of environments, 
effective in a 43°C ambient 
Climate Class 5 operation

• Zero ODP - Precision injected, 
high density 60mm polyurethane 
insulation with low GWP and 
zero ODP

• self-Closing Doors - Reduced 
heat ingress with self-closing 
doors with magnetic balloon 
gaskets

• Heavy duty - non marking 
swivel and brake castors

• Flexible storage -  
Accommodates 1/1 Gastronorm 
pans or shelves

• Options includes marine and US 
specifications

ROll-in blast 
CHilleRs/FReeZeRs
Delivering the performance 
demanded by larger catering 
operations, Williams modular blast 
chillers, freezers and chiller freezers 
are available in capacities from 
90kg to 320kg, with larger systems 
available to order.
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The range offers the flexibility to meet 
the needs of every sector including 
hospitals, large hotels, banqueting 
and event caterers, conference 
venues, CPUs, universities, the MOD, 
bakeries and food processors. 

• Robust Construction - Ensures 
a long service life. Available in 
a variety of finishes, including 
stainless steel and white PVC 
coated galvanised steel, offers a 
choice to suit all budgets

• Flexible storage - Units are 
designed to accommodate 
2/1GN trays or combi trolleys

• Zero ODP - The 90mm ODP 
zero insulation delivers excellent 
thermal efficiency

• superior Performance - High 
velocity, energy efficient fans and 
large-surface evaporator gives 
superior performance.

Reduced defrost cycle time 
maximises operational efficiency 
and minimises turnaround time. 

• ease of Maintenance - 
Accessibility is built in for faster 
maintenance and servicing and 
the fans are easy to remove for 
inspection.

Commissioning is simpler too, 
thanks to the easy-to-access 
expansion valve for superheat 
adjustment during installation.

• Options include the energy 
efficient Storage Mode Pod, 
insulated floors, internal lighting 
and pass-through models 
enabling quick transfer into cold 
storage facilities. 

JaDe blast CHilleR
Specifically developed for medium 
sized catering operations, our Jade 
reach-in blast chiller is designed to 
blast chill 23kg from +90°C to +3°C in 
90 minutes. 

Standard features include a full 
length integral, easy grab handle, 
energy saving, self-closing doors, 
swivel and brake castors for easy 
positioning, and 75mm zero ODP 
foam insulation. 

Self diagnostics and the easy to 
access integral refrigeration system 
simplify service and maintenance. 

The J1BC features a unique advanced 
airflow design for the even chilling of 
product load throughout the cabinet. 
It offers a choice of hard, soft, store 
and core food temperature probe-
controlled cycles with audible alarm 
indicating end of cycle.
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MeRCHanDiseRs
Perfectly suited to the Grab & Go sector, Williams refrigerated 
merchandisers include standard and slimline Multidecks, as well as sandwich 
and pastry display chillers. 

GeM MultiDeCks
Williams has been supplying top of 
the range Multidecks for years - their 
stylish design not only improves 
your front of house display, it also 
maximises every inch of retail space.

We offer a range of Multidecks, in 
both slimline and standard versions, 
that offer easy customer access 
while attractively displaying drinks, 
prepacked snacks and dairy products.

To enhance the range, and optimise 
your merchandising potential, a 
variety of options are available, 
including snack baskets, lockable 
security shutters or night blinds, 
mirrored panels and illuminated 
shelving.

Advanced airflow technology 
guarantees consistent temperature 
control, between +3°C / +5°C, so 
products are kept fresh and safe, 
while your business conforms to 
HACCP legislation with minimal effort.

To meet the specific demands of the 
Grab & Go sector, we have developed 
a raft of new features and options for 
the Multideck range:

• Front sliding Doors - Smooth 
operation, easy access and 
providing significant energy 
savings

• a Full Range of Colours to suit 
your décor or to truly stand out 
from the crowd 

• leD strip lighting fitted as 
standard – offering great energy 
savings and improved visibility of 
merchandise

• Rear loading Doors to provide 
easy access for quick restocking

• Removable ePOs ticket strips 
for improved merchandising

• Chrome Plated snack baskets 
designed for easy fitting

• Fully adjustable shelving and 
an easy-to-use, clear display 
digital controller.

• Double Wheel Castors as 
standard, with extra levelling feet 
for stability
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Our Most Energy Efficient 
Multideck
Williams’ new range of hydrocarbon 
Multidecks are our greenest to date, 
offering over 40% reduction in energy 
consumption over traditional models.

The refrigeration system has seen 
a complete redesign to optimise 
efficiency and save energy. As with all 
Williams hydrocarbon products, the 
refrigerant charge is under the 150g 
limit, thus removing the need for site 
inspections.

The new hydrocarbon Multideck uses 
low energy fans and comes equipped 
with energy saving LED lights. To 
further enhance the energy saving 
potential the cabinets are fitted with 
thermal sliding doors.

GeM DisPlay CHilleRs
Visually striking, the Gem Sandwich 
Chiller has an attractive but robust 
stainless steel exterior and foodsafe, 
stainless steel interior. Its open front 
makes it ideal for easy customer 
access.

Its refrigeration system works from 
beneath the cabinet, meaning that 
there is no front, rear or side grill, 
so the unit’s lines are attractively 
smooth, yet it can be sited against 
the wall and fit flush between other 
display units.

Its tempered glass shelves and 
curved tempered glass surrounds 
ensure all-round clear visibility, while 
the bright white energy saving LED 
lighting delivers extra eye-appeal.

The Gem Pastry Chiller offers many of  
the great features and benefits of the 
Sandwich Chiller - both perfect for 
front of house display.

It is supplied with a hinged curved 
glass front providing easy access for 
cleaning whilst the rear doors give 
staff easy access for restocking and 
serving.

While the Sandwich Chiller’s open 
front makes it perfect for Grab 
and Go service, the Pastry Chiller’s 
closed glass front makes it ideal for 
displaying all types of fresh cakes and 
pastries in a ‘serve assist’ operation.
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baCk baR
Williams’ range of back bar equipment features  stylish, efficient and hard-
wearing bottle coolers and wells. 

Our back bar bottle coolers are 
designed to cope with the demands 
of a busy venue, operating efficiently 
to maintain temperature as doors 
continually open and close. 

They are robust enough to survive 
a punishing level of wear and tear. 
However, they also look stylish and 
display premium bottled drinks to 
eye-catching effect.

They maintain an interior 
temperature of 4ºC to 10ºC, ensuring 
drinks are refreshing when served. 
They can be free standing, fitted 
under a back bar worktop or on 
shelving to give the impression of 
double stacking.

The bottle coolers are available as 
single, double and triple door units, 
manufactured in stainless steel or 
hard-wearing black PVC-coated steel. 

Glass doors and effective lighting 
ensure an attractive display, while 
adjustable shelves enable different 
sized bottles and cans to be stored 
efficiently. 

Top loading bottle wells are ideal for 
back bar areas with high  volume 
bottle sales, as they are designed for 
quick, efficient service and are easy to 
restock.

The Williams Bottle Well features 
a built-in bottle opener and cap 
catcher, as well as a security lock.

bOttle COOleR
Available as one, two or three door 
models the Williams refrigerated 
bottle coolers are capable of storing 
up to 278(330ml) bottles at 4°C to 
10°C. 

• One, two and three Door 
models available

• Double Glazed Doors with 
bright low energy lighting for 
excellent display

• Fully adjustable shelving to 
suit loading requirements and 
accommodate vertical stacking 
capacity of three levels of 10” 
(254mm) bottles

• lockable Glass Doors for 
added security

BC3
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• Hard Wearing exterior with 
hygienic, easy to clean stainless 
steel interior

• adjustable levelling Feet 
ensure counter stability in any 
environment

• black Hard Wearing PVC 
coated galvanised steel exterior 
with stainless interior available

• leD lighting - less wattage, 
same amount of light given. Up 
to 50,000 hours illumination - 
improved energy efficiency

• Coolsmart Controller for 
reduced energy consumption

bOttle Well
Available in either 600mm or 900mm 
widths the hard wearing open-top 
bottle cooler is ideal for bars and 
restaurants with high volume bottle 
sales.

The Bottle Well range operates at 
+4°C/+10°C  and can accommodate 
up to 384 cans or 261 x 10” (254mm) 
bottles (BW900).

• lockable lid for overnight 
security

• Removable lid for easy access 
during restocking and cleaning

• adjustable levelling Feet 
to ensure stability in any 
environment

• built in bottle Opener with 
easy to remove catcher

• tough Durable stainless steel 
exterior and interior

• environmentally Friendly low 
GWp foam insulation

• nylon Coated Wire Dividers

• external speed Rail for spirit 
bottle display

BW900

BC2 BC1
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bakeRy
Williams offers the widest range of dedicated professional dough 
conditioning and refrigerated bakery equipment on the market.

We provide an extensive range 
of cabinet, counter and modular 
storage, dough retarders, provers 
and retarder provers for the bakery 
market.

Combining the latest technology 
with over thirty years of experience, 
Williams equipment ensures excellent 
dough quality and provides the 
perfect baking environment.

CRystal
The Crystal range of retarders, 
freezers, provers and retarder-
provers are all available in cabinet, 
counter or modular formats.

Models are available in a choice of 
temperature ranges to suit specific 
requirements including: 

• +1°/+4°C: Refrigerated storage
• -5°/+5°C: Retarder mode
• -18°/-22°C: Frozen storage
• +25°/+40°C: Prover mode

• easy-to-Clean one piece 
stainless steel dished base with 
radiused corners for reduced 
potential dirt traps

• added Flexibility 
accommodating 18”x30” trays on 
adjustable trayslides

• Precision injected, high density 
75mm polyurethane insulation. 
Provides excellent thermal 
efficiency with low GWP and zero 
ODp

• Removable Racking system 
with nylon coated shelving for 
flexibility and ease of cleaning

• anti-tilt trayslides stops 
shelves from tipping

• barrel-locked Doors for added 
security and stock control

• Magnetic balloon Door 
Gaskets with 100% tight seal to 
prevent heat ingress

• Coolsmart Controller is 
designed for easy operation. It 
features a clear digital display 
and audio / visual alarms for 
failsafe performance

• self-closing Doors avoid heat 
ingress and reduce energy 
consumption

• Heavy Duty Castors – designed 
to fit through a standard door for 
ease of positioning
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MODulaR bakeRy
The flexible modular bakery range 
includes retarders, provers and 
retarder-provers.

Featuring Williams’ unique 
DoughMaster touch screen bakery 
controller, the DRPs (Dough Retarder 
Provers) are easy to use due to their 
on screen instructions and PC quality 
graphics. Williams’ energy saving 
Economy Mode launches bakery 
technology into the next generation.

Intelligent steam calculation and 
generation measures the exact 
amount required, distributing it both 
precisely and evenly to minimise 
energy use, save running costs, 
improve product quality and reduce 
your carbon footprint.

The Modular Retarder Prover allows 
goods to be retarded and stored 
overnight or through the weekend, 
automatically proving, ready for 
baking at a pre-set time. All units 
feature:

• easy-to-Clean stainless steel 
interior and exterior. One piece 
stainless steel base available on 
various models

• accommodates 18” x 30” 
trays on bakery trolleys - from 
single rack up to eight racks or 
more 

• 15mm insulated Floor with 
ramp - no excavation required

• Precision injected, High 
Density 90mm polyurethane 
insulation. Provides excellent 
thermal efficiency with low GWP 
and zero ODP

• Heavy Duty self Closing Doors 
complete with door snubbers

• Protective internal bumper 
bars

• Pass-through ‘L’, ‘S’ and ‘U’ 
shape configurations

• larger Capacity Models 
available - tailored to your bakery
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MODulaR
Williams offers a wide range of Modular units, from bespoke coldrooms to 
roll-in cabinets. 

Modular Refrigeration is perfect for 
expanding cold storage areas and 
allows for increasingly customised 
solutions.

Williams has been manufacturing 
coldrooms and modular cabinets for 
over thirty years and offers complete 
peace of mind.

Choosing the correct coldroom 
is key, and with Williams you can 
rest assured you’re in safe hands 
from initial consultation to ongoing 
support and service.

Williams offers a fully project managed 
installation including site survey, 
detailed approval drawings, risk and 
method statements, installation, 
testing and commissioning.

COlDROOM
Increasingly coldrooms are not only 
being used for general storage of 
both fresh and frozen produce but 
are now making their way to front-
of-house for dramatic displays of 
foodstuffs such as meat, cured fish 
and drinks. By utilising options such 
as bespoke cladding, customised 
racking and heated glass viewing 
panels, Williams is able to offer a truly 
unique coldroom.

As with all Williams products, our 
range of coldrooms is manufactured 
to the highest standards in our UK 
factory and features:

• 90mm ODP zero foam 
insulated panels for thermal 
efficiency 

• Heater Mats for freezer rooms

• Camlocks securely foamed in 
to tongue and groove joints for 
a tight-locking, stable structure 
- eliminates risk of ice build up 
in joints and ensures ‘thermal 
envelope’ is 100%, assisting with 
BREEAM accreditation

• silicon sealed, waterproof 
and weather tight joints for 
neat hygienic fitting - prevents 
moisture and bacterial 
penetration

• Movable Partition Walls 
for dual compartment rooms 
- designed to be moved to 
increase or decrease space, 
depending on, for example, 
seasonal menu variations
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• Williams unique POD 
Refrigeration system for 
enhanced storage capacity and 
hassle free maintenance

There’s also a wide variety of door 
options, from fully rebated designs 
that sit flush and avoid potential 
damage by trolleys, to sliding doors 
which are ideal in rooms where space 
is an issue. Personnel (flip/flap) doors 
with viewing panels are an ideal 
option for busy preparation areas.

Ruby ROll-in
Incorporating advanced technology 
and a range of innovative designs, the 
Ruby Series is a fixed modular roll-in 
cabinet that can be configured for a 
variety of different uses.

Featuring the latest CoolSmart 
technology, the Ruby exceeds 
Climate Class 5, operating efficiently 
in ambient temperatures of up to 
43°C. The Ruby comes in a variety 
of temperature ranges including 
refrigerator, chilled food, meat and 
freezer.

These units can also be shaped to 
specifically fit available space, or 
awkward kitchen layouts.

Coupled with remote refrigeration 
the Ruby range of cabinets offers the 
ultimate in flexible refrigeration.

Other features of the Ruby include:

• self Closing lockable Doors 
with magnetic gaskets

• environmentally Friendly 
ODP Zero foam insulation

• internal and external Ramp 
available
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FROnt OF HOuse
Williams’ front of house display range offers superior, high quality 
refrigeration that can be tailored to suit any application. 

Williams’ high quality Front of House 
Display range can be tailored to suit 
your footprint and application.

The standard range includes models 
for sushi, pâtisserie, ice cream, 
chocolate and wine display.

Each model is designed to deliver the 
optimum combination of aesthetics 
and functionality, maximising the 
display area while delivering high 
performance refrigeration.

Our premium display models 
offer the highest standards in 
manufacture, such as v-cut bending, 
45° cut glass for all round visibility 
and invisible handles and hidden 
controllers.

Wine DisPlay
Williams Refrigerated Wine Towers 
add a touch of visual drama to your 
restaurant, creating the kind of lasting 
impression so essential for today’s 
fine dining experience.

With all sides finished in ultra-clear 
glass and a capacity of up to 248 
bottles, our Wine Towers are sure to 
make an impact on your customers. 
Every feature is carefully optimised 
to ensure wine remains in optimum 
condition.

This includes stylish slanted chrome 
wine racks to prevent drying out and 
zero gap sliding doors to minimise 
heat ingress, while under-rack LED 
lighting improves product visibility.

CHOCOlate DisPlay
Taking inspiration from jewellery 
shops and high end fashion 
boutiques, the Williams jewellery box 
type Chocolate Display showcase 
features ultra clear glass, internal 
illuminated base and invisible drawer 
handle design - perfect for when 
presentation matters

Cake DisPlay
Combining contemporary design 
and advanced technology, Williams’ 
refrigerated Cake Display is the 
perfect union of form and function.

Specially developed air movement 
technology keeps product cool and 
prevents it from drying out, ensuring 
it stays looking and tasting its best.
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From the double layered ultra clear 
cut glass to the LED light box in 
the base, everything is designed to 
display your product attractively, 
while the digital controller makes 
operation easy.

susHi DisPlay
Combining excellent performance 
and stylish design, Williams’ 
Refrigerated Sushi Display has been 
developed to provide the perfect 
platform to showcase your products 
without the fear of them drying out.

Fully customisable, the LED 
lighting and ultra clear glass gives 
a clear, bright display while the 
digitally controlled, static cooled 
refrigeration system provides fail-safe 
performance. 

beVeRaGe DisPlay
Combining maximum visual impact 
and heavy-duty storage, Williams 
Beverage Display refrigerators are 
a fantastic way to add style and 
functionality to your bar area.

The frameless glass drawer is capable 
of holding up to 80kgs, while the 
mirror-finish stainless steel interior 
and exterior project a cool, modern 
look. The removable cassette type 
condensing unit makes servicing 
easy, while the state-of-the-art 
digital controller guarantees fail-safe 
performance.

iCe CReaM DisPlay
Featuring double layered, ultra-clear, 
heated film glass and 304 grade black 
stainless steel, the Williams Ice-Cream 
Display adds a contemporary feel to 
any establishment.

Designed to accommodate standard 
gastronorm pans, the Ice Cream 
Display effortlessly blends practicality 
with striking aesthetics.  The 
sliding glass doors allow for easy 
access whilst helping to maintain 
temperatures.
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Installation of all Williams products requires adequate ventilation.

Williams reserves the right to modify the design, materials and finish in 
accordance with its progressive development policy.
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